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Notes and News.
Women under Thirty.

On going topress, we learn that the Women’s Emanci- 
pation Bill has been passed by the Standing- Committee 
without a division, and with the. Franchise Clause intact. 
The occasion is full of hope. There is no time to be 
lost in carrying out a widespread campaign in support 
of the Bill. It comes up for the Report Stage on 
July 4th. Now is the time for women under thirty to demand 
their enfranchisement. This Clause provides that a woman 
shall be able to exercise all such franchises as she would 
have been able to exercise as if she were a man; that is to say, it 
removes the sex disability for women between twenty-one and 
thirty, as well as doing a good deal more. Disfranchised 
women should come forward and show their strong 
support of this Clause and of the whole Bill. It is plain to all 
who are interested in the women’s side of industrial and social 
questtons, that women under thirty need the vote as much or 
more than any other section of the people. Who should need it 
if not the demobilised munition girls, the sweated laundry girls, 
the young teachers,. the young clerks and secretaries, whose 
present is so difficult, and whose future so precarious? Week 
after week, we chronicle in our columns the events in the struggle 
for the economic freedom of women workers. The majority of 
these workers are young’ women—large numbers of them are 
under thirty. When they have the vote it will hardly be possible 
for the Government, or anybody else, to resist their economic 
emancipation. We hope that those of them who have not yet 
realised how bound up the two thing's are together will do so 
now, and will come forward to strengthen the Labour Party in 
its work for this Bill. We hope, also, that all those young 
women who are feeling the injustice of their exclusion from the 
higher positions in the Civil Service, and in the professions, will 
take part in a vigorous agitation for sweeping away sex dis- 
abilities in these occupations.

A Meeting in Prospect.
In London the young women are already active; and they 

are organising a meeting with the help of the National Union 
of Societies for Equal Citizenship and the Standing Joint Com
mittee of Industrial Women’s Organisations, which will take 
place on May 28th at the Memorial Hall, Farringdon Street. 
All the , speakers will be under thirty. They invite the 
support of their contemporaries. All who are interested should 
communicate at once with the “ Women underThirty,” 
N.U.S.E.C., 62. Oxford Street, London, W. r. We hope 
that young women in other parts of the country will quickly 
follow suit.

Women and the Ministry of Health.
In the course of a House of Lords debate on the Ministry of 

Health Bill, on May 13th, the Government accepted an amend
ment to Clause 6 moved by Lord Askwith, providing that, in 
making appointments, the Minister of Health should "give equal 
consideration to the suitability of persons of both sexes.” On 
hearing from Lord Sandhurst that the Government would accept 
these words, Lord Haldane withdrew his amendment in a similar 
sense. It will be rememberd that words stating that there 
should be no discrimination on the ground of sex in the making of 
appointments under the Ministry, were put into the Bill in the 
Committee of the House of Commons, but taken out in the Report 
Stage. We are glad that words in this sense are now restored.

The Housing Bill,
“No women have so far been appointed to high positions in 

the Housing Administration.” This direct reply given by 
Viscount Sandhurst to Lord Selborne on May 9th, was after
wards elaborated. The Lord Chamberlain said that housing 
work fell into three branches—central administration, profes
sional and technical work, and decentralised administration. 
The first two branches of the work, including the preparation of 
the Housing Bill, and the consideration and approval of schemes, 
involved professional and technical duties, and were carried out 
by the Local Government Board Staff, reinforced by the appoint
ment of Sir James Carmichael, as Director-General of Housing, 
and other officers with special experience. The Local Govern
ment Board was forwarding the progress of Housing schemes by 
making available the advice and assistance of Housing Commis- 
sioners, who were acting in ten areas covering the whole of 
England and Wales. The Commissioners had under them a 
number of qualified inspectors and architects. “ In bringing 
about the expansion of the Board, it was not found that any 
women possessed of the requisite qualifications and experience 
presented themselves for appointment, either in an adminis- 
trative or a professional capacity.” This statement is very dis- 
appointing, and we confess we should like to know more details 
as to how the appointments were made, and how the experience 
and capacity of the applicants was determined. It is not really 
a consolation to hear that women are being invited to serve on 
an advisory council on housing which is in process of formation. 
Women ought certainly to be placed on all such Councils, but 
it is very important also that they should have some-share in the 
administrative posts, and that a full chance should be given 
them of taking part in the professional and technical work. We 
should like to know more of this."

Women’s Suffrage in Holland.
It has been announced in the Press that the Second Chamber 

of the Dutch Parliament has passed a Women’s Suffrage Bill. 
The Bill was introduced this Spring by the Radical leader, 
Mr. Marchand, and Dutch suffragists were always very 
hopeful concerning its prospects, owing to the general 
progressive tendency of public opinion which has recently 
shown itself in Holland, as in other lands. The Women’s 
Suffrage Bill, having been introduced by an ordinary 
Act of the Legislature, is liable to be rescinded by a 
majority vote; it is not, like male suffrage, an integral part of 
the constitution; to make it so will now be the great object of 
Dutch suffragists. It will be remembered that Dutch women 
have, up to now, possessed eligibility to stand for Parliament, 
but not the vote—a curious and anomalous position. At the 
Parliamentary elections last Summer, one woman was elected 
out of twenty-two candidates : Miss Suze Groeneweg, a member 
of the Social Democratic. Labour Party, and a teacher by 
profession.
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Civil Servants’ Salaries. " .
We understand that all classes of Civil Servants are about 

to receive an increase of pay, and that this is to be £60 plus a 
percentage of salary in the case of men, and £4° plus a per- 
centage of salary in the case of women. This increase of pay 
is the result of a report of a Conciliation and Arbitration Com
mittee set up about two years ago to make recommendations 
on the salaries of Civil Servants. The members of it are Mr• 
Gore Brown, K.C., Mr. Harry Gosling, and Sir R. Butterworth. 
The enormous rise in the cost of living obviously makes a rise 
of pay necessary, and even if the scheme will Cost four million 
pounds, as is stated, the money may be well spent. But why 
should there be an inequality between the increase given to 
men and that given to women ? Women Civil Servants do not, 
or at any rate should not, eat less than men Civil Servants, their 
’bus fares do not cost less, their clothes generally cost more. 
Why then this difference ? We await the explanation.

Women Teachers of the Future.
One very hopeful point about the movement for improve

ment in the pay and conditions of women teachers is that it is 
receiving most support among the young. Many of the students 
now in training have thrown themselves into it with vigour. 
They will go into the teaching profession already educated as to 

• the conditions which they ought to demand, and the local 
authorities all over the country will find themselves faced with a 
movement growing to irresistible strength. The salary scale 
proposed by the Kent Education Committee last year was the 
immediate cause of the “ Training College Women Students 
Protest Movement. ‘ ‘ The Kent Committee offered a commenc- 
ing salary of £90 a year to women teachers, with an additional 
£5 for each year which the intending teachers had spent at a 
training college, and a yearly increment of $5- When it is 
remembered that students are not accepted at the training col- 
leges till they are at least seventeen, and cannot become 
certificated teachers till they are at least twenty (most 
of them being several years older), it / will be seen that 
such a scale gives little chance, for those who accept it, 
to earn a moderately good salary until they are at least 
middle-aged. Yet the Kent Committee’s scale was by 
no means exceptional. It is not surprising, therefore, that as 
soon as the students of Goldsmith’s Hall, Greenwich, organised 
a protest movement, about a score of other training colleges 
joined in. Goldsmith’s Hall is a mixed college, and although 
the Kent salary scale for men is a little better than that for 
women, the men teachers joined in the protest. A meeting of 
about six hundred students from varous colleges was held in 
London last June. Since then, the organisation of the movement 
has progressed, and we understand that fresh developments 
may be expected in the near future.

Kent Committee’s Slow Progress!
Meantime, the Kent Education Committee, though it has 

shown signs of being a little shaken, has not amended its ways. 
Last year it refused to meet the Training Students ; this year it 
did send representatives to meet them, and proposed a new scale. 
The new scale semed at the first glance to be a great improve, 
merit on the old one. £120 was offered as a commencingsalary. 
But more was behind. The Committee had not really given up 
their cherished ideal of teachers at £90 per annum. The com. 
mencing salary of £120 is only offered to those certificated 
teachers who begin work in 1919, and there is to be no 
increment in it for five years. Teachers who begin work in 1920 
are to receive a commencing salary of £115, with no increment 
for four years ; those who begin work in 1921 receive 110, 
with no increment for three years, and so on, until in 1924 
commencing- salaries will be back at £90—or £100 for those 
who have done two years’ training. The cost of living, says 
the Committee, will have gone down. We all hope so, but some 
other things are a little more certain than that. One is that 
before 1924 public opinion among the younger teachers and 
among training college students will be so organised that it will 
no longer be possible to offer them salaries so inadequate for the 
character of the work required from them.

Women and Unemployment.
The Executive Committee of the Labour Party, at their 

meeting on May 8th, passed a resolution strongly supporting 
the claim put forward by the Standing Joint Committee of Indus
trial Women’s Organisations for a woman representative on the 
Committee appointed by Sir Robert Horne to consider the 
administration of the Out-of-work Donation. At present there 
is no woman member of this committee, and the Labour Party 

shares the opinion already expressed by us, that in this matter 
it is of urgent importance, that the women’s view should be 
directly represented, since the majority of the recipients of the 
donation are women, and amongst all the cases, the most 
difficult are those concerning married women. The, Standing 
Joint Committee has already approached Sir Robert Horne upon 
the matter, and similar representations have been made by the 
Rt. Hon. W. Adamson, M.P., the leader of the Parliamentary 
Labour Party.

A Trade Unionist on Equal Pay.
An interesting discussion on Equal Pay for Equal Work 

took place at the monthly meeting of the London Society for 
Women’s Service on May 12th. Mr. Alexander Gossip, General 
Secretary of the Furnishing Trades Association, who was in 
the chair, took exception to the words of the formula, but not 
for the usual reason. Those who object to it generally do so 
on the ground that work which appears equal may not really 
have an equal value. Mr. Gossip, if we understand him right, 
objects to it because it seems to imply a too close and distrustful 
.enquiry into output. His theory is that a worker (whether a 
man or a woman) should be engaged for a job because of his 
or her suitability for it, and should then be paid according to 
the nature of the job, as now happens with Members of Parlia
ment, Cabinet Ministers, and other highly placed workers. 
His formula is “equal pay for similar duties,” and in applying 
it he would sweep away sex barriers with an unsparing hand. 
Every woman should take her share in the work of the com
munity ; it is her duty, and no one has a right to hinder her. 
To keep a woman in economic dependance is to force upon her 
unmerited degradation. She has as much right to freedom and 
as much obligation to serve as a man. It will be seen that 
Mr. Gossip goes as far as any feminist of us all. As a practical 
one, he is as conscious of the difficulties of the present situation 
as the rest of us are; as a Trade Unionist he has special know
ledge of them. His work for women in the furniture trades is 
well known. Those present at the meeting showed that they 
were aware of it by the warm welcome they gave him when he 
appeared, and his statement of his views did but increase their 
enthusiasm. Some of those who at first did not go as far as 
he did, expressed themselves as convinced by the discussion 
that followed the speeches.

Mrs. Cooper.
Mrs. Cooper is a speaker who is sure of a welcome wherever 

she goes. But perhaps she is nowhere more popular than at 
London meetings. London Suffragists have not only found her 
the best of comrades in the struggle for the vote, but her 
practical experience as a Lancashire cotton worker and a Trade 
Unionist of many years standing is of immense interest to them. 
They know that she continues in close touch with many different 
bodies of workers in the North, and has always fresh facts to 
tell them. Her speech at the meeting on the 12th, was of 
special value as she was able to help the London Society workers 
in their present efforts for economic equality by giving them 
details as to injustices which women are actually undergoing, 
or have undergone in recent months in various parts of the 
North of England. Some of her illustrations of the urgent need 
for equal opportunities for women we hope to quote in forth
coming numbers of The Common Cause. In speaking of what 
had already been accomplished in the past she referred to the 
change of attitude on the part of British miners about women’s 
work in connection with mines; she recalled how the miners 
had at one time proposed to exclude women frorri pitbrow work, 
and how the women, organised by Suffragists, had protested. 
Only a month ago, she said, she had heard a Labour Leader 
(himself a miner) say at an important conference that the miners 
had been wrong,' and the women right, and that the Miner’s 
Federation was now prepared itself to organise the labour of 
women, believing that they were efficient and valuable fellow- 
workers. Those who have studied the reports of the recent 
International Labour Conference, know that it was the attitude 
of the British delegates which prevented the conference from 
passing a resolution limiting the labour of women in mines 
above as well as below ground. Representatives of British miners 
said that they had found from experience that women could do 
valuable work with advantage to themselves and to their fellow- 
workers. This corroborates Mrs. Cooper’s statement and is a 
great encouragement to all those who are struggling to obtain 
for women full freedom to work, without artificial sex limitations 
as to the industry they choose.

An American Women’s Commission.
The American War Work Council, under the auspices of 

the Y.W.C.A., has sent to Europe a Commission to enquire into 
the industrial and labour situation particularly as it affects 
women. The ladies of this Commission are Miss Florence 
Simms, Head of the Commission, National Industrial Secretary, 
Y.W.C.A.; Mrs. James S..Cushman, President of War Work 
Council, Y.W.C.A.; Miss Marie Wing, General Secretary, 
Y.W.C.A., Cleveland, Ohio; Miss Mary Dingman, Head of 
Foyer des Allies, Y.W.C.A., France; Mrs. Irene Osgood 
Andrews, Assistant Secretary, American Association for Labour 
Legislation; Miss Mary Dreier, Women’s Trade Union League; 
Miss Rose Schneidermann, Women’s Trade Union League; 
Miss’Nellie Schwartz, National .Consumers’ League, Chief of 
Bureau of Women in Industry, New York State; Miss Imogene 
Ireland, Secretary to Commission, Y.W.C.A.; Miss Chandler, 
Assistant Secretary to Commission, Y.W.C.A. Some extra
ordinarily interesting discussions have already taken place 
between these ladies and representatives of British feminist 

“EQUAL PAY FOR EQUAL WORK.”
The Report of the War Cabinet Committee on Women in Industry.

[ F it were not for the magnificent and uncompromising 
I Minority Report of Mrs. Sidney Webb, we should hail the 

— result of tills most important enquiry as a great triumph. 
We do in any case so hail it; for its findings are a notable advance 
on any other official pronouncement on the subject of Women’s 
Work and Wages; they mark the beginning of a new era; 
and that we like the Minority Report even better does not 
diminish our enthusiasm and delight. The Majority Report, 
whose recommendations are printed in full on the following page, 
consists of an able and well-arranged survey of the conditions 
and governing factors of women's work both before and during 
the war, and the Committee has drawn practical and signifi
cant conclusions from the mass of detailed evidence laid before 
them. If we feel that the Minority Report presents the ultimate 
ideal towards which we are aiming, we nevertheless do not 
quarrel with the findings of the Majority, since they obviously 
indicate a tremendous advance in that direction, and if followed 
out would make the attainment of She real economic equality of 
men and women an actual and fairly immediate possibility. 
There is a note of practicality and urgency about the report 
which is as welcome as it is rare in Government publications. 
Such phrases as “with the least possible delay," and “ at 
once, ’ ‘ recur again and again, and we sincerely congratulate 
the Committee on its courage in stating in plain language that 
the Government should itself give effect to these decisions with 
regard to its own employed men and women.

The Report begins with an interesting historical survey on 
the position of women in industry before the war, with Statistics. 
both as to the numbers employed, the occupations open to them, 
and the pay they received, which make strange reading at the 
present day. The Committee brings out very forcibly the fact 
that before the war women were receiving about half the pay of 
men, and were arbitrarily excluded from a number of suitable 
trades. They examined the causes of this phenomenon and 
give first place to natural causes. “ The state of-affairs,” they 
say, “ that has come down through the ages, and is nearly 
universal, must have some origin in nature, however much the 
effect may have been accentuated by the action of man.” On 
this point the Minority Report makes a wide divergence. 
Industrial wages, Mrs.-Webb points out, have'been settled by 
the ‘' higgling of the market, ’ ’ and not by any consideration of 
the effort of labour involved in each particular job. She, there
fore, puts down the lower wages of women to artificial causes, 
and we are strongly inclined to agree with her. It may be true 
that women are less efficient workers than men, but it is certainly 
not true that all customs which are practically universal have their 
origin in nature, and must be accepted as immutable. The other 
causes of the lower position of women in the industrial world 
recognised by the Majority Report, are those brought forward in 
evidence before them by the National Union of Societies, for 
Equal Citizenship, the Women’s Service Bureau, and other 
women’s organisations, namely, the conventional opposition to 
women’s work, and the lack of training and organisation. The 
Committee add to this an interesting- conclusion that they draw 
from the evidence brought before them : ' 'wages have in the past 
been kept low on principle by some employers, the principle 
being that the spur of necessity is the chief or only incentive to 
work.” A sad comment, this, on industrial life and conditions ! 

organisations. We hope to publish more on this subject next 
week.

A Summer School for Women Citizens.
The N. U.S. E.C. is this year arranging a Summer School at 

Cambridge, from August 2nd till the 16th, on important points 
in its programme. Lectures will be given, and classes held, on 
such subjects as the industrial position of women, the status of 
married women, the guardianship of children, the problem of the 
illegitimate child, the endowment of motherhood, widows’ 
pensions, women as solicitors, barristers, magistrates and 
jurors, and the equal moral standard. The Summer School of 
Civics and Eugenics will be held at the same time, and lectures 
on such subjects as social psychology, eugenics, and citizenship 
will doubtless appeal to members of both Associations. Further 
particulars will be published under Headquarter Notes in The 
Common Cause next week, but those who are interested should 
lose no time in writing to the N.U.S.E.G., 62, Oxford Street, 
London, W. i, for information.

The survey of women in industry before the war is followed 
by a most fascinating summary of their work during the war, 
in which is included the evidence of a number of employers on 
the capacity for women for output, and their record as to time- 
keeping. It is interesting to contrast the evidence given by the 
A.S.E. and the Engineering Employers’ Federation on these 
points, and reading their conclusions one is tempted to believe 
that both were influenced in giving evidence, not only by the 
facts as they saw them before them, but by their respective 
strong desires on the subject of the retention of cheap female 
labour in the trade as a permanency. Their views contrast so 
sharply, and are in such marked accord with their wishes, that 
some such suspicion is almost inevitable. Throughout this 
section of the Report there is continual reference to the handicap 
under which women generally suffer, namely, domestic respon
sibilities and additional home work carried on simultaneously 
with their wage earning occupations. Nevertheless, the Com
mittee definitely concludes that the employment of women in 
men’s occupations has been advantageous, and should be to a 
large extent continued.

The question of the wages of women during the war and of 
the extent and results of Government control are examined in 
considerable detail in two important chapters.. To those who 
have watched the fluctuations in women’s wages from outside 
the Government machine, these chapters are of absorbing 
interest. The Committee find that the results “constitute a 
very important charter for women,” and, indeed, as compared 
with pre-war conditions, they do. Nevertheless, the story itself, 
and in particular the twistings and turnings of the Government 
departments when faced with the demand to pay women the 
same money as men at the end of each week, and the shameful 
history of the war bonus and the war advances that women did 
not get, hardly seem to bear out the conclusions at which the 
Committee arrives.. It whitewashes the Ministry of Munitions 
and exonerates the Government from having broken its pledges. 
On this point, as on so many others, we find ourselves in full 
agreement with Mrs. Sidney Webb when she says that the 
Government has broken its word.

The rises .in women’s wages which have undoubtedly been 
affected through the medium of State regulation have been, of 
course, severely complicated by the rise in the cost of living, and 
in this connection the Report points out the standing confusion 
that arises with regard to the question of the; family wage. 
While they did not maintain that the argument of a family 
wage should prevent the payment of equal pay for equal output 
to men and women doing the same sort of work, the majority 
of the Committee appear to attach considerable weight to this 
argument, and maintain that the minimum subsistence wage for 
women in purely women’s trades should be based upon the needs 
of the single woman worker. It is interesting- to note that 
among the needs of the single women workers they include 
trade union subscriptions, and a reasonable sum for holidays and 
amusement, both of these being up to now unheard-of minimum 
requirements of the single woman worker.

With regard to the future, the Committee strongly advocate 
the increased employment of women in new directions, and the 
regulation of their wages by combined trade union action and 
State regulation. They consider that immediate adjustment can 
be made in the teaching, clerical, and similar professions, and 
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recommend that allowances for children should in some cases 
be immediately given and that the whole question of State 
endowment of families should be examined with a view to early 
action. After a long analysis of the different formula concern
ing equal pay for equal work, equal pay for equal output, or 
equal rates for the job, they come to the conclusion that output 
is in general the most just test. They hold that no wholesale 
deductions should be made for liability to marriage or the other 
standing peculiarities of women, and that when women are 
working on time rates, they should be assumed to produce equal 
output with men unless the employer shows proof to the 
contrary. They say, with great truth, that as the employment 
of women extends and increases, the various formula will come 
closer together, and our greatest objection to this section of the 
Report is really their decisions as to the arrangements by which 
these things are to be carried out. They suggest that negotia
tions should take place between the employers with the men 
affected. This seems to us to neglect too flagrantly the women 
workers themselves. The Committee, however, realises this 
danger of the proposal, and recommends “ that whenever indus
trial questions directly or indirectly affecting the interests of 
women are discussed under the auspices of a Government depart
ment, that department should be responsible for seeing that there

The Recommendations of the Women in Industry Report.
RECOMMENDATION'S AS TO PRINCIPLES THAT 
SHOULD GOVERN FUTURE RELATION BETWEEN 

MEN’S AND WOMEN’S WAGES.
(1) That women doing similar or the same work as men 

should receive equal pay for equal work in the sense that pay 
should be in proportion to, efficient output. This covers the 
principle that on systems of payment by results equal payment 
should be made to women as to men for an equal amount of 
work done.

(2) That the relative value of the work done by women and 
men on time on the same or similar jobs should be agreed 
between employers and Trade Unions acting through the 
recognised channels of negotiation, as, for instance, Trade 
Boards or Joint Industrial Councils.

(3) That where it is desired to introduce women to do the 
whole of a man’s job and it is recognised that either immediately 
or after a probationary period they are of efficiency equal to 
that of the men, they should be paideither immediately or after 
a probationary period, the length and conditions of which should 
be definitely laid down, the men’s time rates.

(4) That where there has been sub-division of a man’s job 
or work without any bona fide simplification of processes- or 
machine and a woman is put on to do a part only of the job or 
work, the wages should be regulated so that the labour cost 
to the employer of the whole job should not be lessened while 
the payment to the persons engaged on it should be proportioned 
to their respective labour contributions.

(5) That where the introduction of women follows on bona 
fide simplification of process or machine, the time rates for the 
simplified process or simplified machine should be determined 
as if this was to be allocated to male labour less skilled than 
the male labour employed before simplification, and women, if 
their introduction is agreed to, should only receive less than the 
unskilled man’s rate if, and to the extent that, their work is of 
less value.

(6) That in every case in which the employer maintains that 
a woman’s work produces less than a man’s, the burden of 
proof should rest on the employer, who should also have to 
produce evidence of the lower value of the woman’s work to 
which the fixed sum to be deducted from the man’s rate for 
the particular job throughout the whole of the industry should 
strictly correspond.

(7) That every job on which women are employed doing the 
same work as men for less wages should be considered a man’s 
job for the purpose of fixing women’s wages, and the wages 
should be regulated in the manner above recommended.

(8) That the employment of women in commercial and 
clerical occupations especially requires regulation in accordance 
with the principle of “equal pay for equal work.”’

(9) That in order to maintain the principle of “ equal pay 
for equal, work ” in cases where it is essential to employ men 
and women of the same grade, capacity, and training, but where 
equal pay will not attract the same grade of man as of woman, 
it may be necessary to counteract the difference of attractiveness 

are women present who can adequately represent those 
interests.” ... ,

With regard to the health of women in industry and the 
effect of work upon it, a most important memorandum by Dr. 
Janet Campbell is included in the report, and recommendations 
are brought forward with regard to women’s conditions of work, 
which deserve the very fullest consideration. We hope to be 
able to publish an article on this aspect of the subject in a forth
coming issue. . .

The Minority Report by Mrs. Sidney Webb embodies, as we 
have already stated, our real and ultimatie hopes. It is so good, 
both in its reasoning and in its conclusions, and it is so ably and 
clearly written, that it seems .difficult to do anything but quote 
it in full. We hope to publish a full description of it next week.

We feel that the whole book, summarising as it does the 
conditions, wages, and theories governing the pay of men and 
women, is worth the closest study; and if its Majority recom- 
mendations are adopted—as we hope they will be—and if its 
Minority recommendations follow from them—as we believe 
they inevitably would, the future of women in industry will be 
safe, the reputation of this country for justice and enlighten- 
ment will be enhanced, its industrial resources enriched, and its 
industrial prosperity permanently assured. 

by the payment to married menof children’s allowances, and 
that this subject should receive careful consideration from His 
Majesty’s Government in connection with payments to teachers 
to which the Government contribute.

(10) That the principle of “equal pay for equal work”’ 
should be early and fully adopted for the manipulativebranches 
of the Civil Service and that in the case of Post Office duties, 
the question of the men having late hours or night work should 
be provided for by an extra allowance to persons undertaking 
common duties under disagreeable conditions.

(11) That this principle with regard to allowances to persons 
undertaking common duties under disagreeable conditions 
should be applied also to industry.

(12) That if the Treasury enquiry advocated by the Royal 
Commission on the Civil Service with the object of removing 
inequalities of salary not based on differences in the efficiency 
of the. services has not yet been held, it should be put in hand 
with the least possible delay.

(13) That the separate grades and separate examinations for 
women clerks in the Civil Service should be abolished, but that 
the Government Departments should retain within their 
discretion the proportion of women to be employed in any 
branch or grade.

(14) That the Government should support the application to 
industry of the principle of “equal pay for equal work ‘‘ by 
applying it with the least possible delay to their own establish
ments, and that as soon as any .relation between the wages of 
men and women in any occupation or job has been agreed 
between employers and Trade Unions acting through the recog- 
nised channels of negotiation, the maintenance of that relation 
should be a condition of any Government contract involving the 
employment of workpeople in that occupation or job.

RECOMMENDATIONS AS TO PRINCIPLES THAT 
SHOULD GOVERN FUTURE EMPLOYMENT AND 

WAGES OF WOMEN.*
(15) That in those trade processes and occupations which the 

experience of the war has shown tobe suitable for the employ- 
ment of women, employers and trade unions acting through 
the recognised channels of negotiation should make possible 
the introduction of women by agreements which would ensure, 
in the manner above indicated, that this did not result in the 
displacement of men by reason of the women’s cheapness to 
the employer.

(16) That with a view to improving the health and so increas
ing the efficiency of women in industry—

(i) there should be a substantial reform and extension in 
scope of the Factory and Workshops Acts', with special 
reference to (a) the reduction in the hours of work 
(including arrangement of spells and pauses; overtime, 
night work); (b) the provision of seats, labour-saving 
devices, &c., to avoid unnecessary fatigue; (c) an 

* Sir William Mackenzie dissents from recommendations (18) to (26). 
See note on p. 335. ■

improved standard of sanitation (sanitary conveni- 
ences, lavatories, cloakrooms, &c.), ventilation and 
general hygiene; (d) the provision of canteens, rest- 
rooms and surgeries; (e) the general supervision of the 
health of the workers individually and collectively ; and 
(I) the conditions under which adolescents should be 
employed;,

(ii) the present Factory Medical Department at the Home 
Office should at once be strengthened by the appoint- 
ment of an adequate and suitable staff of women 
medical inspectors of factories and that a considerable 
increase should be made to the present staff of lay 
women factory inspectors;

(iii) a local factory medical service should be established 
with duties of supervision, investigation, and research 
intimately co-ordinated with the School Medical 
Service under the Local Education Authority, the 
Public Health Service under the Local Sanitary 
Authority, and the Medical Service under the National 
Insurance Act or Ministry of Health when established.

(17) That the Ministry of Labour, with which should rest 
the duty of ascertaining’ both nationally and locally the demand 
for trained persons in any trade or occupation, should, through 
Central1 and Local Trade Advisory Committees, assist Local 
Education Authorities in determining the technical instruction 
which should be provided for women.

(18) That in order to secure and maintain physical healt] 
and efficiency no normal woman should be employed for less 
than a reasonable subsistence wage.

(19) That this wage should be sufficient to provide a singl 
woman over 18 years of age in a typical district where the cost 
of living is low with an adequate dietary, with lodging to 
include fuel and light in a respectable house not more than: 
half an hour’s journey, including tram or train, from the place 
of work, with clothing- sufficient for warmth, cleanliness, and 
decent appearance, with money for fares, insurance, and Trade 
Union subscriptions and with a reasonable sum for holidays, 
amusements, &c.

(20) I hat there should be additions to this wage for women 
working in the larger towns and in London to cover the greater 
cost of living there.

(21) That this wage should be adjusted periodically to meet 
variation in the cost of living.

(22) That the determination of the basic subsistence wage 
should be by a specially constituted authority' which should also 
determine variations from it to meet the conditions of different 
districts and of different times or in rare cases special conditions 
of trade.

(23) That the subsistence wage so determined should be 
established by statute to take effect immediately on the expiry 
of the Wages (Temporary Regulation) Act, 1918, or any pro- 
longation of it and to apply to the employment for gain in all 
occupations (other than domestic service) for which a minimum 
wage has not been determined by an Industrial Council or by a 
Trade Board or other Statutory Authority.

(24) That the Government: should give consideration to the 
question of adopting a scheme of mothers’ pensions for widows 
and for deserted wives with children, and for the wives with 
children of men physically or mentally disabled, such pensions 
to be granted only after investigation where there is need and 
subject to supervision, and otherwise to be administered on the 
lines followed for pensions granted to the widows of men 
deceased in war.

(25) That the Department or Departments of Government 
concerned should draw up for the consideration of the Govern
ment a scheme by which the entire direct costs involved by the 
lying-in of women under thoroughly satisfactory conditions 
should be provided by the State.

(26) That a scale of wages should be established for girls as. 
a week less than the women’s subsistence wage, for each year 
under 18, and that no girl should be employed for gain at 
lower rates than those of- this scale unless a duly constituted 
authority, such as a Trade Board or Industrial Council fixes 
such fewer rate where the employment is of the nature’ of an 
apprenticeship. Also that the question of girls and boys under 
To working on piece should be specially considered by the 
Department or Departments of Government concerned with a 
View to the definite abolition of such working if it is found to 
be detrimental to health.

(27) That ■ the Government should continue to give the 
Strongest Possible support to proposals for the international regulation of labour conditions, which should lessen the danger 
of the foreign trade of this country being injured as a result of 
the employment of underpaid labour abroad.

RECOMMENDATIONS ARISING OUT OF 
ALLEGATIONS AS TO NON-FULFILMENT OF 

GOVERNMENT PLEDGES.
In connection with the doubts and difficulties that arose with 

regard to the fulfilment of the Treasury Agreement (Part III.), 
the Committee strongly recommend :—

(28) That whenever industrial questions directly or indirectly 
affecting the interests of women are discussed under the auspices 
of a Government Department, that Department should be 
responsible for seeing that there are women present who can 
adequately represent these interests.

(29) That the Department or Departments that make con- 
tracts on behalf of the Government should place the Ministry of 
Labour, in a position to exercise on their behalf through the 
Ministry’s local officers some supervision over the due carrying 
out of the conditions of the Fair Wages Clause and that the 
Ministry should undertake this supervision.

(30) That the assistance of expert draftsmanship should 
always be available to those negotiating important industrial 
agreements.

(31) That in all cases in which agreements are entered into 
between employers and Trade Union representatives under the 
auspices of a Government Department, copies of any shorthand 
notes that may have been made should be supplied to the parties 
concerned for record.

[Next week, we hope to print an article on Mrs. Webb’s Minority 
Report, and with it the text of her recommendations.]

The Position of Women in India.—II.
Let me turn now to what I have called the “ Left behinds ” 

the masses of Indian women. These are the orthodox Hindu 
and Mahommedan women on the higher rungs of the ladder of 
caste and position, shut away behind the “ purdah ” in a seclu
sion of which, at its worst, you can have no conception—their 
voices, as their faces, being “protected,” their life lived 
secure from every possibility of air or exercise, of sunshine and 
open spaces. As a .body they are illiterate; their customs still 
compel marriage at latest before the age of ten years. With 
great difficulty and with the exertion of all one’s influence—- 
it is possible to prevent marriage among the most rigidly 
orthodox at eight or nine. After nearly twenty years of service 
and understanding, we may get the orthodox to allow a unit 
here and there to stay unmarried till eleven. I mention this 
in illustration of the rate at which we progress in the East.

Of course, where moorings are cut, you have people leap 
straight away to a point which may be beyond your most forward 
line in England. But that is to talk not of the orthodox but of 
the communities discussed in the first section of this paper. And 
progress of that kind leaves a much accentuated vanguard. 
Such being the custom then as to marriage, it is no wonder that 
the masses are illiterate. The latest educational reports give 
three years as the average -school-going period for the vernacular- 
speaking peoples of India. What can you do in three years ? 
Not even teach the correct leading and writing of their own 
language to these baby children. For we must remember that 
the home does nothing for any class, that the home can do 
nothing for education, as long as the mothers are illiterate.

Or put literacy out of the question altogether. Are they 
perhaps educated in other things? Alas! the answer is sadly 
negative. . Of the care of their children in health and sickness, 
of domestic sanitation, of the need for discipline, of any life 
values as you would reckon such things in the West—we are 
hopelessly ignorant. The mothers of our orthodox communities 
do.not even know what ambitions to hold in their hearts for their 
children. They will pour out upon them one kind of love arid 
adoration and service; but love like that cannot fill up the 
measure of ignorance. Are you prepared to give these women 
the vote? Still to them is the " curse ” of priest or enemy a 
real weapon ; still to them is illness the occupation of a devil 
still is widowhood punishment for a sin committed in a previous 
life; and still is perpetual widowhood and a life lived as one 
accursed,^ the only way of buying a better fate in re-birth for the 
beloved lord ” who has predeceased his luckless spouse. Are 
you prepared to give these women the vote? The women of 
—ndu mythology or of the times of the heroes, the Mogul women 
or the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries who were “ statesmen ” 
and poets, the Rajput women who led the armies to battle three 
hundred years ago—I have heard all these quoted as proof of 
present greatness, as an argument indeed that we are really 
ahead of women in England in present ability and capacity for 
service. You cannot refer your creditor to last year’s solvency 
for this year’s debt; to your ancestors’ solvency for your own 
present bankruptcy, a
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If our own past is to help us at all, it is as an incentive to the 
retaking of that past in so far as we are able. It is a real dis
service to India to use it to throw dust in our own eyes and in 
the eyes of those who would help us. I heard a woman say the 
other 'day, in a lecture upon Indian womanhood, that while 
Greece and Rome had fallen, India still retained her pristine 
greatness.
;Now, how is talk or belief of this nature to help us? V 0 
about the customs which enslave the masses? What about the 
need for education? The Purdahnashin is not only illiterate, 
she is without the knowledge which transcends formal education. 
They are wonderful matter, these little women—spiritually, 
mentally, temperamentally, wonderful matter wasted for lack of 
education. Even the education which in old days their religion 
gave them at its best—the recitation of Hindu tales of the 
heroes, the teaching of the beautiful things in the old sacred 
books—even this is declining with the degeneracy of the modern 
Hindu priesthood, and the encrustation of the purer Hinduism of 
the Ancients, with modern practices.

The little ladies shut away behind the purdah have graces 
and possibilities which words cannot adequately portray—-their 
gentleness, their soul-texture would need a language all its own, 
to be described in words intelligible to the West. And it is 
because of these innate qualities that the darkness in which they 
live has not hurt them the more. But it would be untrue,, and 
a wrong to their urgent need, to deny the darkness, to pretend 
that the dark, musty courtyards are walled-in gardens of sun- 
shine, that the pit is a hill-top.

The middle-classes, the non-secluded wives and daughters of 
professional men and of small landholders of the less high caste, 
are beginning to take advantage of Government and Mission 
Schools. But as a general rule it is still true to state that the 
agricultural classes are still very backward. We want education 
specialized for these people, We want industries multiplied. 
Missions have shown how clever and capable the non-secluded 
women can be at home industries, at lace-making, and weaving. 
We want these advantages multiplied for secluded and non- 
secluded alike. We want a revival of old Indian arts and 
embroideries and hand-loom weaving.

We want domestic science and infant welfare teaching to 
bring the house-mothers’ instinct into line with modern know- 
ledge and adaptation of knowledge. For all alike we want 
better conditions of housing-, better opportunities for air and 
exercise, better health conditions generally.

In all these directions there is good work to be done; and 
the first evidence that our work is bearing fruit will be surely 
the solution of the problems which are bigger still—the raising 
of the age for marriage, and the relief of the lot of the widow 
among those communities who still profess Hinduism.

To sum up. It is not very satisfactory to speak of Indian 
women as a whole : but in so far as this can be done, the position 
is this—we have a handful of women as they are known to 
Englishwomen in society, whether in India or England; and we 
have a great yawning gap. And, on the other side of the gap 
are masses of women who are children in the .simplicity of their 
hearts, and in illiteracy and in all knowledge of the world, or of 
the progress of the world, or of world-values; children often 
also in years, though called upon to perform the functions of 
motherhood; saints often by instinct but hopelessly unhelped in 
their sainthood; prevented by British law from giving their 
bodies when widowed, to be burnt on the funeral pyres of their 
husbands, but suttee still in heart and in service of their dead 
lords, acknowledging no identity except as mothers of sons, or 
" the luckless ones ” who have not been blessed with the gift 
of the Life-Bringer and are therefore accursed : sometimes 
endowed with shrewd common-sense or business capacity, but 
always at the mercy of those who will exploit them—whether 
these be priest or sharper.

In the eyes of the law their position is extraordinarily good— 
better in many respects than was the position of English women 
before the Married Women’s Property Act; they have their own 
property—Stridhan or “the woman’s wealth ” independently of 
what may come to them through their husbands. ’ Succession to 
this property is through the female line. What is needed, is to 
secure them the rights in practice which the law has already 
given them on the Statute-book of their great law giver Manu.

Hope, then, seems to lie in the recognition of our real 
position in India; and in the cooperation of both English and 
Indian women in helping forward the spread of education on 
lines suitable to our necessities until we lessen the gap between 
the handful of progressive women of whom I have spoken, and 
the masses of the women of India. Until we bring the “ left- 
behinds" into closer touch with the vanguard—no political- 
reform can be of any real and lasting service to our country.

Patriotism.
IH.—Russian Heresy.

' To Mazzini it seemed that patriotism and Christianity were 
indissolubly linked; that the service of family, of country, of 
humanity, and of God were capable of simultaneous fulfilment. 
Actually, as he well knew, there may be a conflict of loyalties ; 
and in case of conflict he had no doubt as to the right choice. 
Manyvoices say " choose the nearest duty : charity begins at 
home.” Others say, with the Prussians, “all claims yield 
before those of the State ”; with Frederick the Great, “ I love 
my country ardently; it is to her I owe my education, my 
fortune, my existence, my all; had I a thousand lives, I should 
with pleasure sacrifice them all if I could thereby render her any 
service and show her my gratitude.” Mazzini says (in effect), 
" your first debt and duty is to God and humanity; your second 
to your country; your third to your family; your fourth to your
self; choose the furthest duty.” God and humanity, because 
humanity is ‘ the successive incarnation of God,” discovering 
His law " article by article, line by line” ; and because the first 
article in the creed of nationality is this: “ I believe in Humanity, 
sole interpreter of the Law of God on1 earth. ” . .

Even in Mazzini’s time there were those who read Christianity 
otherwise; and the anti-patriotic doctrine, since his day, -has 
been developed in connection with an ardent belief in Christ, by 
Tolstoy and others. The view is condensed in the following 
extract from Tolstoy’s Christian Teaching. " Man must under 
no circumstances prefer men of his own nation or state to those 
of another; no consideration as to the future welfare of many 
must ever induce him to do harm to his neighbours; and he must 
not think that he ought to obey anyone whatever in preference 
to his own conscience."’ , Elsewhere Tolstoy says of patriotism 
that “ it is, not the wish for spiritual benefits for one’s own 
people (it is impossible to desire spiritual benefits for one’s own 
people only); but it is a very definite feeling of preference for 
one’s own people or State above all other peoples and States, 
and therefore it is the wish to get for that people or State the 
greatest advantage and power that can be got; and these are 
always obtainable only at the expense of the advantages and 
power of other peoples or States. It would therefore seem 
obvious that patriotism as a feeling, is a bad and harmful feel- 
ing, arid as a doctrine is a stupid doctrine. For it is clear that 
if each people and each State considers itself the best of peoples 
and States, they all dwell in a gross and harmful delusion."’ 
Again, patriotism “ is an immoral feeling, because, instead of 
confessing oneself a son of. God, as Christianity teaches us, or 
even a free man guided by his own reason, each man under the 
influence of patriotism confesses himself the son of his fatherland 
and the slave of his Government, and commits actions contrary 
to his reason and conscience;” The inevitable results' of 
patriotism are, externally, wars, and internally, the strengthen
ing' of “ the terrible bond called government.”

To describe loyalty to an association as belief in the proposi- 
tion that it is the best of its kind is a common and convenient 
inaccuracy. It is a manner of speech which is somehow natural 
to men, and the manifest absurdity of the situation never deterred 
high officers of the British Army in France from repeatedly and 
earnestly adjuring audiences of two or three hundred platoon 
commanders each to convince himself and his men that his and 
their platoon was the finest in the British Army. Is it not plain 
that a man is not and cannot be upon the. same terms with his 
messmates as with those outside, with his family as with the 
families of others, with his fellow citizens as with the citizens of 
another country ? The most natural and simple, though doubt
less easily criticized, expression of loyalty is to say of these 
associates-—.“I like them better than the rest.”. And in the 
closest of these associations, the family, there are really only 
two alternatives for all but the most cold-blooded. You must 
either like them of all the best or hate them of all the worst, until 
middle-age and weakening ties allow an escape to the equili
brium of indifference. The absurdities therefore of patriotism 
need not worry us; and the implied “ preference ” of one’s own 
people, so far as it is not expressed in any act of injustice to 
others, does not earn disapproval.

The main charge, however, cannot be ignored. It is this : 
that patriotism is essentially a desire for the aggrandisement of 
a people at the expense of other peoples, and therefore necessarily, 
conflicts with the interest in humanity and in the Law of Christ. 
Tolstoy will not accept the answer that there is a good and a 
bad patriotism; he admits no such distinction. The conflict is 
essential and necessary; and can be ended only by the suppres
sion of patriotism. For clearness, therefore, it is necessary to 
ask, why is the conflict necessary? If, says Tolstoy, patriotism 
sought spiritual goods, which is absurd and impossible, there 

need be no conflict; but it can, as a matter of fact, only seek the 
kind of good (e.g., land, raw materials, “ power ”) of which 11 
more one nation has, the less is left for the rest. The conflict 
therefore is inevitable. And when the conflict is joined, another 
evil arises, since patriotism forces the citizen to subordinate 
conscience to the interest of the State as defined by its govern, 
merit. 2

The Mazzinian reply to all this is fairly clear. It may be 
tabulated as follows :—

(i) With regard to these goods of which the supply is limited. 
“ Power” or empire over others is not something which a man 
or an association, ought to seek, and therefore not something 
which need be sought. It is something, perhaps, which a man, 
or an association, should be willing to accept from, and in trust 
for, the community. Economic goods a man and an association 
is by all laws of God and man, free to seek, subject to the like 
interest of others and to the general interest of humanity. 'ihe 
fact that conflicts may arise, and that in that case appeal will 
be necessary to the higher principle, does not deprive the lower 
principle of all value. This lower principle, however, is not 
rightly called patriotism. However legitimate it may be within 
its proper limits, it is not a moral principle but only national 
self-seeking.

(2) The principle of nationality, property understood, at Once 
sets limits to national aggrandisement (understood as Tolstoy 
understands it) and explains how a people may pursue a spiritual 
good of its own. It sets limits to aggrandisement, because it 
seeks to remove all arbitrary boundaries between States, and to 
substitute for them boundaries corresponding to natural divi
sions, racial, linguistic, geographical, of life, custom, and belief. 
To this a bitter opponent, Acton, witnesses, in words already 
quoted—“ it prevents not only the division, but. the extension of 
the State. ’ ’ And one of the chief articles in the nationalist creed 
is this : “ never deny your sister nations. ” Now a nation, in 
this sense, has its spiritual treasures, its art and literature, its 
language or languages, its peculiar modes of life and associa
tion, which it is of the essence of national patriotism to treasure 
and employ in the service of God and humanity. In this effort 
it is clearly involved in no necessary conflict with other nations. 
By ruling out spiritual good it is easy to prove patriotism a non- 
moral, or even, if considered a source of absolute obligation, an 
immoral principle. But the ground of exclusion has been shown 
to be unsound.

(3) The supremacy of the individual conscience is a 
dangerous, and may even become an immoral, principle. On the 
other hand, to deny its supremacy is almost equally dangerous. 
It would heed a long argument to do justice to this point. 
Mazzini argues that the individual conscience is apt to be narrow; 
that lamentably few men find in themselves a conscientious 
objection to that class of bad action which may be called “ anti- 

, social.” They will-accept unduly low wages, or obey a 
flagrantly unjust law, without a twinge of conscience. He 
concludes that there are two criteria—the individual conscience 
and the verdict of humanity : “ whensoever they agree God is 
there. ” A man, therefore, may well doubt his conscience, when 
it stands alone. And patriotism, in this connection, is no more 
than an inducement to reconsider a decision which is in conflict 
with the expressed will of Society. No patriot claims that a 
citizen is bound to assent, or even to conform, to the decision of 
the majority.

It seems, then, that patriotism is proof against this line of 
attack. Mazzini’s ideal stands, the ideal now and always, though 
not fully concious or understood, of the vast mass of humanity, 
in whom goodwill predominates over individual or collective 
selfishness. The national spirit, to Mazzini, means an inter
national outlook, and ultimately requires an international organ
ization. Such an organization Mazzini sought in the Socialist 
International, but in that assembly nationality was judged an 
intruder, and he was forced to withdraw. It is doubtful if he 
would be much nearer satisfied by our new League of Nations. 
Certainly he would be disappointed in his own Italy,. resolute to 
“ deny a sister nation.” But the revolution which Mazzini pre- 
supposed is not yet complete anywhere; and until it is completed 
by the union of socialism, nationality, and religion under one 
banner, the conditions of a true patriotism do not exist.

J. L. Stocks.

Taking Stock.
Six months have passed since the General Election, and it 

is well to look around and see what advance has been made. 
It would be unfair to expect too much from the attenuated Irish 
representation at Westminster, and indeed, the progress has 
not been unsatisfactory. There are four questions of funda- 
mental importance to women—housing, public Health, Poor 
law, and education. Recent legislation opens up possibilities 
of reform in the directions of Health and Housing. Poor law 
and education have not yet been touched in the House, the recent 
approach to the former being the debate on Mr. Tyson Wilson's 
motion, when the silence of the Irish members (save for two 
Abdiels, ‘ ‘ faithful among the faithless ‘ ’), will be a matter for the 
two Mothers’ Pensions Committees to deal with when election 
time again comes round, and promises and performance are 
compared. With regard to education, there is a growing feeling 
that fundamental reform must be attempted. It presents special 
difficulties in this country, as any such reform would involve a 
very large increase of expenditure. , Even were the Treasury to 
refund the amount of the Development Grant, voted for educa
tion and diverted to other purposes, this would not meet the 
requirements, of the recent Viceregal Committee of Enquiry. 
The money will probably have to be provided by a rate, and how 
is this to be done without raising the religious difficulty in a far 
more acute form than was the case in England ?

The Chief Secretary, in his official visit to Belfast, spoke with 
approval of the proposals of the City Council, which practically 
embody the English methods—nursery schools, day continuation 
schools, &c., financed by a local rate. Mr. Macpherson further 
promised that a Bill framed on these lines would be introduced 
by the Government if time allowed. Now it is these proposals 
which Cardinal Logue, in his Lenten pastoral, referred to as 
“ prejudicial measures . . . in accordance with a device to which 
we are well accustomed in Ireland, of withdrawing charges from 
the public exchequer and transferring them to local sources. ” 
This the Cardinal regards as an introduction of the principle of 
popular control, which “ should be resisted and shall be resisted 
by every legitimate means at our disposal. ” If education reform 
in Ireland is to be effective, the views expressed by Cardinal 
Logue cannot be disregarded. Mr. Macpherson further stated, 
with entire accuracy, that the Education Act is a farce. A case 
in point was brought up by a well known Dublin doctor at the 
recent annual meeting of the Women’s National Health Asso
ciation in Dublin. He pointed out that medical inspection of 
schools was a good thing, but how about the thousands of 
children who do not attend school? It pays better to put them 
to street trading or farm work, and the “ absence from any 
other unavoidable cause ’ ’ clause in the Education Act renders 
this quite possible?

Yet there has been progress. It is being recognised that 
reconstruction cannot be carried on without the active co-opera
tion of women, and this fact was emphasised, for example, by 
the Secretary of N.S.P.C.C., at a meeting in Dublin last week. 
He told the audience that in London the three women Inspectors 
co-operated with the Health Authorities in carrying out the 
recommendations of the Medical Inspector, and they were a 
Godsend to the mothers and children. He urged the Society 
to see that when the system of medical inspection was really 
extended to Ireland, a woman inspector should be appointed in 

- this city, and thus the foundations of health for Dublin children 
should be laid. Mr. Parr also suggested that the head of the 
new Ministry in Ireland should be a man—or woman-—with, 
ideas.Alas, it will be the Chief Secretary, and ideas are not 
encouraged in holders of that office.

The Viceregal Committee-of Enquiry has done something 
towards allaying the discontent among the teachers. The last 
Teachers’ Congress in Dublin showed a changed feeling, and the 
speeches were less bitter than on other occasions.

At recent Conferences of the W.N.H.A., the extent of the 
advance made by the Health Bill and the Medical Inspection 
Bill were recognised, and in the melancholy tale of Government 
mistakes in Ireland, it was a relief to have something which 
merited real commendation. It was an even greater satisfaction 
to suffragists to feel that the first Parliament for which women 
have voted has not only taken a step towards remedying certain 
grave evils in Ireland, but has also achieved something towards 
reconciliation of the less extreme sections of Irish opinion. Only 
patience and understanding will be needed. The process of 
reconciliation will be slow, and there will be a simultaneous 
intensifying of bitterness on the part of the extremists, who will 
see the ground cut from under their feet if the removal of 
grievances goes on. This has been commenced by the recent
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claim to equal citizenship.
Dora MELLONE.

Reviews,

The new needlecrof- of this modest little book’s title is the

official connection with it? MARGARET E. J. Taylor.

On the other hand, where some general question, of interest to

“ Sains reipiibIicae suprema lex ” is againclosely upon the argument.
Soused ironically, and it is hardly fair to fasten it literally upon me.

a writer.
in them.

“PEOPLE AND THINGS.”
Madam,—I have always thought the custom of authors replying to

The New Needlecraft. By Mrs. L. Glasier Foster. (P. S’. King & Son.

their critics to be vicious and futile. People who read books are not 
interested in personal bickerings concerned with an author’s qualities .as 

it is disloyal to those people for author and critic to indulge

Health legislation, and is promised by the Viceregal reports in 
the domain of education. There are reasons, though not 
excuses, for the bitter anti-English feeling of the last few years. 
If British women, and Irish women can use their political power 
to remove some of these, they will indeed have justified their

sort of needlework that the Educraft Association is trying to 
spread by teaching and example throughout the country. Its 
basis is the simple, straight tacking or running stitch which 
seems to be evolved almost instinctively when the human being 
attains the level of sewing. The Japanese seam retains—or did 
so until very lately—this primeval simplicity, and every child 
who learns to sew begins with it. But although at the earliest
stage coloured threads are often used, the young learner soon 
proceeds to white sewing on a white ground and to painful 
repetition, generally upon a very small scale, of a few kinds of 
stitch. Now, white upon white is trying to children’s eyes, and 
so is the working of very neat small stitches. Moreover, the 
child’s imagination—or, in other words, the child’s pleasure in 
its work—demands colour and variety. These two qualities
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the new sort of sewing gives, and a t the same time i nsists far less 
upon very ■ small stitiches. Even an adult discovers, upon 
adopting the new way, that .the nervous fatigue often induced 
by ordinary needlework is replaced by, enjoyment. Children, 
who certainly feel monotony more painfully than their elders— 
perhaps because time seems so much longer to them—must feel 
this relief more strongly, too. Probably no child who has learned 
in this way, and enjoyed its every lesson, will grow up with the 
resolve, not at all unusual among thoroughly trained school- 
girls, of never touching a needle again.

Artistically, the result of sewing in colour, and with variations 
of stitch-—that is to say, in. patterns—-is to make decoration a 
part of construction; and to do that is, of course, one of the first 
principles of good design : a principle infringed in almost every 
garment worn by modern people.

The earliest, or almost the earliest, application of Educraft 
sewing was to clothes for the children at the Rachel McMillan 
Baby Camp at Deptford. (The headquarters of the Association 
are at 307, Evelyn Street, Deptford.) There may be seen and 
purchased- specimens of the work, of the fabrics and threads 
used, all in fast colours that will wash and never fade; there 
lessons can be had ; and there, also, The New Needlecraft, with 
its eight attractive illustrations in colour, can be bought.

But though the work began with the tacking stitch, it has 
made such strides as to appear something essentially different 
“ One day,” says Mrs. Glasier Foster :—

« Miss McMillan (Miss Margaret McMillan) read to me some chapters 
from Mrs. Boole’s book, The Introduction to Science, and showed me 
a little illustrated book. Rhythm Abroach to . 'M.alhemaiics...............  
ovals, curves and circles even more wonderful than those practised by 
the students at the camp began to appear, without rule or compass, or 
special designing skill, but simply by the drawing of tiny straight lines. 
. . . I drew more straight lines with—to me—amazing results. 
Beautiful leaf and star forms appeared on the paper—evolved by such 
simple means. It was a revelation. I worked on and on for whole days, 
till at last I had a great number of lovely designs, which I certainly never 
could have imagined, still less, I think, have copied.”

On the cover of the booklet, and in illustrations i, 8, 
and 9, examples appear of designs thus evolved—designs so 
charming, so varied, so full of infinite possibilities that the 
instinctive impulse of a woman beholding them is to turn to a, 
needle and make similiar attempts for herself. To hold in one’s 
hand a scrap of unbleached calico (a charming background for 
colours) upon which Mrs. Foster has sketched with her needle 
the beginnings of new patterns, to turn it over and see on the 
other side the procession of short, straight stitches—mere 
running stitches in their essence, after all—following one another 
upon an ordered plan, is to receive the key to something at once 
simple and semi-miraculous. But is not all art like that—.indi
vidual and universal at the same time? Here, from this un
pretentious attempt to give pretty and durable clothes to the 
children of Deptford's working people, has grown unexpectedly 
a new art of decoration that may be as slight or as rich as the 
designer chooses; fit for the making of a baby’s night-gown 
or for the most sumptuous ceremonial robe conceivable; - and, 
whether at its simplest or more elaborate, affording a channel 
of self-expression to the worker—as all work ought to do.

C. B.

Correspondence.
(Letters intended for publication must reach the Editor by hr^t 1 

fiosi on Monday.) ----------- •
WOMEN AND THE CHURCH.

Madam,—I heartily endorse Miss Ward’s contention that the attitude of 
the State Church to women is a matter of public concern, and does hot • 
only affect " practising members" of the Anglican Church. Yet 
undoubtedly members of that Church are more intimatelyaffected, and have 
a more direct responsibility in the matter. Those of us who feel with

„ Miss Royden that it is worth while to try for reform from within need 
a basis for joint deliberation and united action. It scarcely seems the 
business of the N.U.S.E.C. to take up this question as an item in its

, programme, though THE Common Cause can give, as it has already given, 
valuable help by spreading knowledge and opening its columns from time 
to time for discussion on the subject. T he " League of the Church 
Militant " seems exactly what is wanted at this moment as an organisation 
for Churchmen and Churchwomen who realise how vital this question is. 
By the recent decision of its Council to make a definite challenge in regard 
to the exclusion of women from the priesthood, it undoubtedly risks the 
loss of the support of many of its old members; and it is to be hoped 
that a large accession of membership will support the Council in its 
courageous action and enable the League to continue its useful work. 
May 1 add that I write as a private member of the League, and have no j

MADAM,—As the matter has aroused widespread interest, may I state 
what has occurred with regard to the Lay Memorial to the Bishop of 
London on the subject of Women Preachers, which arose put of the 
prohibition of Miss Maude Royden at St. Botolph's on Good Friday.

The Memorial received over a thousand signatures within the ten days 
during which it was in circulation including those of responsible persons 
in practically every occupation and rank of life. Three of these, specially 
representative and membersof the Church of England,asked to be allowed 
to present the Memorial in person.

After considerable delay, a secretary replied, stating that the Bishop 
declined to receive the deputation as requested and making the following 
statement:—

“ The whole question is being considered by Convocation, who 
will issue formal regulations on the subject in July. The Bishop would 
be glad to receive the deputation when the decision of Convocation 
has been arrived at."

His Lordship has been asked whether, after mature consideration, he 
still adheres to this proposal.

M. WALDING,
Hon. Sec. to the Memorial Committee.

the world at large, is involved in a criticism of a book, its author, I feel, 
should be allowed his word. I have, then, nothing to say to your critic's 
dismissal of my book as turgid, pretentious, self-conscious, uncouth, and 
amazingly verbose. I am the last person who is a fit judge of the truth of 
her statement. But when she posts up a number of quotations, removed 
from the context and therefore quite meaningless, as tiresome, hackneyed 
cliches, that is a different matter. For instance : " barren technique," that 
is a quotation from a modern writer of fiction and therefore in quite a 
different category from “sweetness and light." It bears, moreover.

with “a long, long way.” “Sacred egoism” is used by the Italian 
Government to express its viewof life. If I am reflecting upon that view, 
I hardly see how I am to avoid using the expression conveying it. " L'etat 
c’est moi ‘‘—here I have taken Louis's notorious words and applied them 
to common people in general. The State is mine and yours and every- 
man’s. If a writer may not thus employ language, the law of copyright 
must be considered to apply to all written speech. Nor do I see why 
famous quotations like " manners makyth man,” and " The fault, dear 

• Brutus . . .” &c., are taboo to your very modernist critic. I tried to show 
that these expressions were not the monopoly of text-books and extract- 
books, but had a very real and neglected bearing upon the meaning of 
life. As for Arnold’s " sweetness and light,” I was discussing Arnold's 
theories of the State under his own heading. If one may not even mention 
an author's own words in criticising them, what is one to do—put blanks ? 
On these principles, we shall never get the works of the past out of 
school. On these principles, almost any familiar collocation of words is 
condemned and language starves and dies. But quotation is only mean
ingless to those who can see no meaning in it, and I submit that your 
critic, by not quite honestly taking quotations away from the place where 
they are part of sense and meaning and then holding them up to ridicule, 
is not only doing me an injustice (which does not matter), but by 
debasing the whole art of quotation and the essential value of literature, 
is encouraging an arrogant and shallow modern tendency.

Reports, Notices, etc.
conference of welfare WORKERS.

A very large number of Welfare Workers from all part’s of the country 
and representatives of almost every trade met at Swanwick under the 
auspices of the Central Association of Welfare Workers (Industrial) 
during the week end. The subjects discussed were varied and interesting. 
Mr. J. J. Mallon and Miss Tynan spoke on the “Ideals of Trade 
Unionism,” and Mr. Beresford Ingram of the London County Council, 
on the new Education Act and its Relation to Industry. There were 
animated discussions both at these and at other meetings, dealing with 
the position of “ The Mother of Industry."

The Association is endeavouring by the interchange of ideas, and 
collection of information on all matters relating to the subject, to promote 
the development of Welfare Work on sound lines. .

National Union of Societies for Equal Citizenship
The National Union of Societies for Equal Citizenship, 

President: Miss ELEANOR F RATHBONR.
Hon. Secretary: 

MISS MARGARET JONES.

lion' Treasurer:
MISS ROSAMOND Smith.

Secretaries •
Miss Inez, M FERGUSON, MRS 
Hubback (Information and Parlia
mentary).

Offices—Evelyn House, 62, Oxford Street, London, w.1. oa
Telegraphic Address—Voiceless, Ox, London. Telephone—Museum 2066

Headquarter Notes.
It will be remembered that the following resolution 

January 23rd, by the Executive Committee, and was sent
was passed on

Stitine Executive Committee of the N.U.W.S.S. has — .
message of the German Suffrage Society in the Staatsburgerin for 
December, which has just reached this country. The Executive Committee 
expresses its deep sympathy with the sufferings of the women and children

Germany and of the other nations affected by the war, and its satisfac
tion in believing that the Allied Food Council is taking energetic steps

now seen the

to relieve the sufferings.' * „ .), , .
The following is a translation of the letter which has been received in 

TPENE MADAM,—Will you permit me, in the name of the German 
National Union of Women’s Suffrage, to convey to you and to the esteemed 
Committee of the National Union of Women's Suffrage Societies, my best 
thanks for your declaration of sympathy of February 7th. We welcome 
your explanation as a delayed reply to our telegram of November 16th, 
hone the less heartily because you are unhappily not justified in your 
pre supposition that the terrible distress of our population has been 
alleviated by the measures of the Allied Governments: this distress has 
rather been' infinitely intensified since November. Many hundreds of 
thousands of people, above all children, have already fallen victims of a 
famine. Our entire hope, therefore, is to turn towards a speedy peace, 
which may also once more, after these sad years, bring together the women 
of civilised nations, who are working for the same ends.

Yours very truly,
" (Signed) MARIE STRITT.

(President of the German National Union for Women’s Suffrage.)

At the Executive Committee, held on May 8th, great satisfaction was 
expressed at the work accomplished by the suffragists in Paris. It will 
be recollected that largely owing to these efforts all positions connected 
with the League of Nations Secretariat have been opened to women. If 
this alone had been accomplished, suffragists could have felt that a notable 
victory had been achieved, but probably some credit, at all events, may 
be taken by suffragists for the equally important concession with regard 
to the International Labour Commission from which women are not 
excluded. Experts on all subjects connected with labour, ate to be called 
from the different countries, to give evidence before this Commission, and 
it is laid down that in every case one woman should be included among 
the experts from each country. It is felt that the success attending the 
efforts of suffragists in Paris was made possible only by the excellent 
statesmanship of the F rench suffragists, on whom, of course, in the nature 
of tilings, more depended than on those of other countries- What has 
been done will in future benefit not Great Britain or the Allies only, 
but the women of the whole world.

The following letter is being sent to Miss Margery Fry and Mrs 
Corbett Ashby who went to Paris in March to complete the work begun 
by Mrs. Fawcett, Mrs? Strachey, and Miss R. Smith last February. The 
N.U.S.E.C. is to be congratulated on having had such representatives 
in Paris during the last three months --o

“ I am asked by the Executive Committee to convey to you, their 
very sincere appreciation of the notable victory you have achieved in 
Paris. While realising that without the work of Madame de Witt 
Schlumberger and, of the French suffragists, little could have been 
accomplished, the Committee cannot but believe that it is also owing to 
your efforts that a work has bean carried out, which will in the future 
benefit not the women of the Allied countries only, but those of the whole 
world.

Yours sincerely, 
(Signed) Margaret Jones.

(Honorary Secretary.) ”

Widows’ Pensions.
The N.U.S.E.C. is pressing forward with its campaign for Widows’ 

Pensions. Although the Government has accepted the principle of Widows' 
Pensions and will deal with this question when it tackles the whole problem 
of the Poor Law, it is of vital importance that this general acquiescence 
in the principle should be translated into legislation at an early date. 
Pressure should, therefore, be brought to bear upon the Government in 
every possible way to introduce such legislation. The time has also 
arrived when definite and adequate schemes should be placed before the 
Government by those interested in this reform. The N.U.S.E.C. proposes 
to hold a national conference at the end of June, of which particulars 
will be announced later, in order to discuss such a scheme.

Customers Please Note!
During the war the Literature. Department of the N.U.S.E.C. has 

been able to supply its publications at pre-war rates owing to the foresight 
of past Literature Secretaries who had bought in large stocks of paper 
in the days when paper was cheap. These supplies are now exhausted, 
and the Department is therefore obliged to raise its rates to meet present 
charges. We therefore this week publish our new scale of charges for 
leaflets.In bringing this scale to the notice of our customers we ask 
them to remember that for the last four years they have profited by 
our very moderate charges, and, further, that in increasing prices we 
aim only at enabling the Department to pay its way and so avoid becoming 
a drag on the general funds of the Union. We are not profiteering ‘
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IMPORTANT WOMEN’S 
SERVICE MEETING

Further Particulars will be given by the London 
! Society for Women's Service, 58, Victoria Street, 

and published in “The Common Cause.”

COERCION IN INDIA? 
PUBLIC MEETING 

To protest against THE COERCION BILLS 
known as the Rowlatt Bills, the chief cause of the unrest in India.

Friday, May 23rd; at 8 p.m., Kingsway Hall, W.C. 1. 
Chairman:—HOLFORD KNIGHT, Esq., Barrister at Law.

Speakers will include :
MAUDE ROYDEN; COL. WEDGWOOD, M.P.;

GEORGE LANSBURY; R. WILLIAMS; under the auspices of 
the British Committee Indian National Congress, Home Rule for 
India League, Britain and India, National Council for Civil 
Liberties.

Secretary to the meeting Mrs. Josephine Ransom, 7, Southampton
Street, High Holborn, W.C. I.

Admission Free. Collection.
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Norch—ASsembly Room, Theatre Plain—Annual Meeting of the Norwich
S.E.C.—Speaker: Mrs. Corbett Ashby—Subject: “ Women at the Peace con
ference " and " The Programme of the N.U.S.E.C." < J

Chair : Mrs. J. Stuart. 8 Pim
Memorial Hall. Farringdon Street—Meeting organised by the N.U.S.E.C. and the

Standing Joint Committe of Industrial Women’s Organisations, for a— 
women under thirty, to support the Women's Emancipation Bl ppearor — 
will be women under thirty. B Pin

London—Caxton Hall—Speaker : Major J. w. Hills, M.P. (Chairman of 
Committee for opening the Legal Profession to Women)—Subject: Women

chair: Mr. Samuel Garrett (President of the Law Society 1917-18). 5.30 p.m.
LondoKakton Hall—Speakers : Mr. Robert Young, M.P., Miss Anne H. . 

Tynan (Secretary, Society of Women Welders)—Subject: Women in SKliioa
Trades "‘Chair : Mr. F. S, Button (Committee on Production). 5.30 p.m.
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IRISH WOMEN PATROLS.
On May 8th the Irish Women Patrols held their annual meeting, when 

medals for long service were presented by Colonel Edgeworth-Johnstone, 
C.B. Five years ago, it would have been hard to imagine women under- 
taking such work with any degree of public approval. The han. sec. 
of the Irish branch of the National Council of Women referred to an 
article in the Nineteenth Century of June, 1914, describing the women 
policein America. The writer regretted that in England such an idea 
would be considered as merely a good joke, the light in which Punch 
actually did treat the policewomen. Now there are three hundred and 
thirty-five women patrols in England, and many policewomen, and in 
Dublin a large staff of patrols, with three policewomen, who have official 
recognition and wear uniform. Col. Edgeworth-Johnstone spoke warmly 
of the excellent work done by both patrols and policewomen, and expressed 
his desire for many more recognised and trained officers. The difficulty 
is, as usual, the Treasury, which refuses the necessary grant. Mr. 
Drury, a Dublin magistrate of great experience, pointed out the economy 
effected by the patrols in the direction of prevention. Every female 
prisoner costs the Government £30 or £40 a year : yet the Treasury will 
not spend the small amount necessary to secure the services of more 
policewomen, through whom numbers of these girls would be saved 
from prison life. To put the matter on the lowest ground, such expenditure 
would be an economy in the real sense of the word; -

The patrol movement, originated in Ireland by the National Council 
of Women, under the impulse of the English organisation, has been 
worked in close touch with that in England, but on distinctively Irish 
lines. The Committee has been fortunate in the two Presidents, Mrs. 
Haslam and Prof. Mary Hayden, M.A., who have taken their full 
share, not only in organisation, but in actual patrolling, two of the 
medals for service being awarded to them. Mrs. Haslam, whose nintieth 
birthday was in April of this year, was more than once patrol at Kings- 
town Pier last summer, when frequently thirty, forty, or a hundred girls 
were stranded, left behind by the night mail boat. These “refugees " 
were taken by the patrols to private houses or hostels, * Catholic or 
Protestant, as the case might be. In this connection it should be noted 
the patrol movement is absolutely non-seotarian and the religious 
difficulty is unknown, thanks to wise and fair organisation.

The efficiency of the patrols was further illustrated by Miss Hayden’s 
statistics, from which it appeared that out of the fifty-two cases taken 
into Court, only four were acquitted, and by her account of the finding 
of runaway girls, whose parents write to the Committee for help.

The satisfactory co-operation with the police was especially emphasised 
by Mrs. Haslam and Miss White, LL.D., Principal of Alexandra College, 
who presided at the meeting. A recent statement by Mrs. Carden was 
quoted illustrating the policeman's opinion of the work done, " Business 
has got slack here since these ladies came down,” and also a soldier’s 
remark, “ I hope some one is looking after my sister as these ladies are 
looking alter other men’s sisters here " Miss White further pointed out 
the value of patrolling for the leisured women, who otherwise might never 
realise«the conditions under which girls of another class live, with no 
recreation ground save the street, and no place where men can be met 
naturally and in safety. Also the women who are engaged in patrolling 
are inevitably led to demand a share in the administration of justice. 
Thus, a former hon. sec. of the Belfast Patrol Committee wrote expressing 
her conviction of the need for juvenile courts officered by women, and 
Mr. Drury urged that the arrest of disorderly women should be left 
to women officers, since contact with men is bad for these cases. The need 
for voluntary as well as official workers was dwelt upon : the patrols will 
still be needed, even when the number of policewomen is greatly increased.

Mr. Drury also spoke of Mrs. Haslam’s splendid services, and indeed 
too much cannot be said of the energy and devotion with which this pioneer 
has thrown herself into the new work rendered necessary by war conditions. 
The patrol movement, in a sense, is the child of the National Council of 
Women, but owes much to its godmother, Mrs. Haslam, and it is not 
unmindful of the debt.
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Coming Events.
WOMEN’S LOCAL GOVERNMENT ASSOCIATION (BRIGHTON).

MAY
Speaker : 
Subject:

MAY
Speaker :
Subject:

GUILD OF
MAY

Speaker:
Subject *.

MAY
Speaker:
Subject:

to.
Miss E. M. White.
“ Towns and Cities."—Part I.
27.
Miss E. M. White. , _
“ Towns and Cities.”—Part II. Tickets for the course. 5s.
EDUCATION AS NATIONAL SERVICE.
to.A. Farquharson, Esq., M.A.
" Suggestions lor the Advancement of Sociology.” 
27.
Miss R. Hamilton

“ Children's Original Work in English "

6 p.m.

6 p.m.

6.30 p.m.

6.30 p.m.
LABOUR RESEARCH DEPARTMENT. 

MAY 15, 16, and 17. JCaxton Hall, Westminster, S.W.l. Conference on the Re-organisation of
Local Government. " , .Inaugural Addresses delivered by Mr. Sydney Webb and (at the closing 
session) Mr. G. Bernard Shaw.

Chair: Rt. Hon. J. R. Clynes, M.P.
FIGHT THE FAMINE COUNCIL.

MAY 19.
The Albert Hall. ' , .
Meeting to protest against the Famine Conditions consequent on the

Blockade. i apSpeakers: Lord Beauchamp, Lord Bishop of Southwark, Lord Parmoor, 
Mrs Philip Snowden, Hon. Commander Kenworthy, Miss Maude Boyden, 
Mr. Robert Smillie, etc. 8 p.m.
COUNCIL OF THE UNION OF JEWISH WOMEN. 

MAY 19. ' •
Meeting, 4, Upper Gloucester Place, N.W.l 4 p.m.

BRITISH DRAMA LEAGUE.
JUNE 3.

Haymarket Theatre—Inaugural Meeting. \
Speakers: Miss Lena Ashwell, The Rt. Hon. J. R. Clynes, M.P, John Drink- 

water, and others. , , — _ T
Admission free. For reserved seats apply to the Secretary, B.D.L., 

Dudley House, Southampton Street, Strand. 3.30 p.m.
GUILD OF EDUCATION AS NATIONAL SERVICE.

MAY to. : •
11, Tavistock Square, W.C.I.—Lecture : " Suggestions for the Advancement of 

Sociology,” by A. Farquharson, Esq., M.A. 6.30 p.m,
BRITISH DOMINIONS WOMEN CITIZENS’ UNION.

MAY tO.
Georgian Restaurant, Chandos Street. Luncheon.
Guest : Miss Margaret McMillan.

. Chair : Mrs. Eage, of Melbourne.
Tickets, 2s. 6d., from Miss D. Pettrick, B.D.W.C,U„ 39, Meadway Court.

N.W.4. 12.45 p.m.
HALCYON CLUB.

MAY t3. •
Speaker : Miss Cornelia Sorabji, Adviser to the Court of Wards, Bengal, &c.
Address on "India as a Field for Women Lawyers." 8.15 p.m.

BARNET HOUSE, OXFORD.
MAY ti.

Speaker: E. Hitchcock, Esq.
Subject: ‘ Problem of Government Control of Industry."

JUNE 14.
Speaker: Mrs. Henry Fawcett, L.L.D.
Subject: “ Industrial Freedom for Women."

PREPAID CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS

NUMBER 
OF WORDS. ONCE. THREE 

TIMES.
six 

TIMES.

s. d. s. d. s. d.
20 1 6 4 O 7 6

SO 2 3 6 3 12 0

40 3 O 8 6 16 0

_________ ANNOUNCEMENTS._________
ADDRESSES BY WOMEN.

ST. BOTOLPH’S, BISHOPSGATE. — The Thursday
Services (1.15—1.45) have been resumed. The 

Addresses on May 1st, 8th, 15th, will be given by 
Mrs. Herman; on May 22nd, by Miss P. Walters; and 
on May 29th, by Miss Picton Turberville.

HE BRITISH DRAMA LEAGUE will hold its 
inaugural meeting at the Haymarket Theatre 

on Tuesday, June 3rd, at 3.30 p.m. Speakers: Lena 
Ashwell, the Rt. Hon. J. R. Clynes, M. P., John 
Drinkwater, the Lady Denman and others. Admis- 
sion Free. Tickets for reserved seats will be sent to 

- members on application to Sec., British Drama 
League, Dudley House, Southampton-street, Strand.

RS. ALYS RUSSELL will hold four Speakers’
Classes at 11, St. Leonards-terrace, Chelsea, on 

Mondays and Fridays, May 19, 23, 26, and 30, at 
5.30 p.m. Fees (to go to the London Society for 
Women’s Service), 2s. 6d. per class (half-price to 
professional women). Apply Mrs. Alys Russell.

THE COMMON CAUSE when ordering goods.

2.30 p.m.

5 p.m,
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TYPEWRITING AND PRINTING

FOR SALE AND WANTED. FOR REST AND HOLIDAYS.

WHERE TO LIVE

WHY KEEP USELESS JEWELLERY?

of £ s.
£ s.

(Mrs., Miss Esq., or other Title.)

ISLINGTON DENTAL SURGERY, 69, Upper Street, V.

BLOUSES, FURS, LINGERIE, Eto,

TEMPLAR PRINTING WORKS, BIRMINGHAM.
Enquiries solicited. B. OROMBLEHOLME, General Manage,

OSTEL for Lady Workers; terms, bed and break- 
fast from 5s. 6d. per night, or 15s. 6d. weekly; 

convenient for all parts.Mrs. Wilkinson, 59, Albany- 
street,. Regent’ s-park (Portland-road Station). 
Telephone : 3184 Mayfair.

OUTH NORWOOD, best residential part. Unfur- 
nished Bed-Sitting rooms, full board, attendance, 

use of dining and drawing rooms, bath, tennis; 
terms 30s. to 45s. weekly.—Apply 41, Chestnut-road, 
S.E.27.

TRISH PILLOW LINEN. — Sufficient to make six 
1 Pillow-cases, size 20 by 30 ins., 16s. 6d. per 
bundle; postage 6d. Also for six smaller-sized Cases of Pillow Linen, 18 by 28 ins., 13s. 6d. per bundle.
postage M.—HUTTON'S, 159, Larne, Ireland.

O LET till end of September, well-furnished bed
room and sitting-room, near Marble-arch; rent 

25s. per week.—Apply by writing to Miss Walford, 
Nutford House, Nutford-place, Marble-arch, w.l.

V’STABLISHED 1879—Mrs. J. G. Stainfield, Stain. JU field House, Guildford-road, Poplar, E. Ladies’ 
and Gents’ Wardrobe purchased, to any amount for cash. Parcels sent and valued and monies forwarded 
Bankers, London and County.

RIVATE HOTEL FOR LADIES. Very quiet and 
s refined —13, St. George’s-sq., Westminster. Bed

room, breakfast, bath, and attendance, from 6s. 6d. 
Write, or wire. Miss Davies.

NATIONAL HOMECRAFT CENTRE. — Unfurnished 
rooms with service; restaurant (reform diet)

Apply 6, Rosslyn Hill, Hampstead, N.W. 3.

(1 ORNISH COAST .—Convenient Furnished Cotta. 
V to let till end June; 2 sitting rooms, 5 bedroom. 
(′ beds), bathroom (h. & C.); lovely views; good 
bathing; near Trevose Head; rent 21 guinea, 
weekly—Apply E. M. H., COMMON CAUSE Office.

THEENIC Scotch Woven UNDERWEAR.—Made in 
all sizes in finest Wool, Silk and Wool and 

Merino. Guaranteed unshrinkable. — Write makers 
for patterns and prices, Dept. 10, Atheenic Mills, Hawick, Scotland.

ANTED.— Costumes, coats, furs, underwear, gentle.
men’s and children’s clothing, house furnish, 

Inga Specially good prices given.—-Helene, 6 
Hanover-rd., Scarborough.

ACE cleaned, mended, transferred. Many test. 
monials.—Beatrice, " C.C.” Office. (No postcards.)

POSITION WANTED.

POSITIONS VACANT.

PUBLIC SPEAKING,

EDUCATIONAL,

PROFESSIONAL

MEDICAL. Etc.

DonationI enclose
and

The large London Market enables
ROBIMSOH Bros. of

5, Hampstead Rd. (nr. Maple's) W., & 123, Fenchurch St.E.C. To give best prices for OLD GOLD and SILVER JEWEL. LERY. GOLD. SILVER. PLATINUM. DIAMONDS, 
PEARLS, EMERALDS, SILVER PLATE.ANTIQUES, 
&c., in any form, condition, or quantity. Licensed valuers and 
appraisers. Telephone, Museum 2036.

ALL PARCELS receive offer or cash, by return post.

GARDENING, Etc.
Real HARRIS, LEWIS, and 
SHETLAND HOMESPUNS
Direct from the Makers. Special light weights for Ladies 
wear— all shades. Patterns and Prices on Application 
S. A. NEW ALL & SONS, Stornoway, Scotland. 
State shade desiredand whether for Gent’s or Ladies’wear

LECTROLYSIS for removal of superfluous hair 
— moles, etc. Face Massage and Electrical Hair 
Treatment. Lessons given and Certificates granted. 
Address Miss Theakston, 54, Devonshire-street, W. 1.

INDUM HOUSE, BEXHILL-ON-SEA.— Home School 
on Progressive Thought lines. Large garden, 

cricket field, sea bathing; all exams. Special care 
given to backward and delicate girls.—Principal: 
Miss Richardson, B.A. ________

ISS LUCY BELL has returned from France, where 
she has been engaged in Lectures and Educa- 

tional work with the Army She is now prepared to 
make engagements for Lectures, Classes andprivate 
teaching in or out of London.—Apply 10, Brunswick- 
square, W.C.I. Telephone ; Museum, 1,950.

sCMTORE MONEY TO SPEND" (Income Tax Recovery
Ji and Adjustment).—Send postcard for this book

let to Mrs. Ayres Purdie, Women Taxpayers’ Agency, 
Hampden House, A Kingsway. ‘Phone, Central 6049

TNCOME TAX RECOVERY.—Claims made for return 
1 of tax paid in excess—Apply Miss C. A. Moffett, 
B.A., 9, Somerset-road, Handsworth Wood, Birming- 
ham

ADOPTION
OME WANTED for healthy girl, baby (illegiti- 

mate) nine weeks old; mother hitherto respec- 
table girl of working class, now working; no 
premium offered, but complete surrender.—Apply 
Box 8,174, Common CAUSE Office.____ ____________

[UNIVERSITY WOMAN (Cambridge) seeks post as 
U Secretary; shorthand, typewriting, French, Ger
man, accounts, research work, proof-correcting, in
dexing, etc. Experience as secondary schoolmistress 
and private secretary.—Box 8,178 ‘ Common CAUSE 
Office.

ARDENSHIP WOMEN’S SETTLEMENT, near
London centre . Arts, Industries. Required 

cultured woman of broad Christian principles. Uni- 
varsity education, administrative ability. Address 
Box 8,181, COMMON CAUSE Office.

OMEN WAR-WORKERS AND OTHERS.—Varied
Courses of Training and many opportunities for 

work offered to Young Educated Women now free 
and willing to work for God in His Church. Terms 
by arrangement.—Apply The Head, Birmingham Dio- 
cesan Women Workers’ Training Home, Loveday. 
street, Birmingham.

BATTERSEA POLYTECHNIC, S.W.11. 
HYGIENE DEPARTMENT.

RECOGNISED COURSES OF TRAINING, commenc- 
ing in September and January, for Infant and 

Child Welfare Workers, Sanitary Inspectors, Teachers, 
and Social Workers.—For particulars of Courses, 
Scholarships, and Hostels, apply Secretary.

NEW ADDRESS.—The original Psycho-Dietist, whose 
ideas have been imitated by thinking folk for 

10 years, advises Boards of Guardians, Emporiums on 
Feeding (fee, half the amount saved for the first 6 
months); other specialities: Development of Per- 
sonality; increased power to work; management for 
difficult children; prevention of “ old age Lecture 
on the " Natural Logic of Man’s Food,” £5; personal 
interview, one guinea; evening or week-end enter- 
tainer; pamphlet, id.—D’ Arcy Denny, 7, Princes- 
street, Westminster, 8.W.I. 

( ARDENING FOR WOMEN — Practical training, 
U vegetable, fruit, and flower growing. Month or 
term. Healthy outdoor life; from 68 gns. per an. 
Gardening year begins in September; students can 
enter any date. Illustrated prospectus of Peake- 
Ridley. Udimore, near Bye, Sussex. __________ "

Make provision now for your old age; money is 
either spent or saved. Save it by investing in 

a Life Assurance Policy with an old established 
Society. Absolute security. A few shillings now 
and your fortune is secure.—Apply Miss Rochford, 
Woman’s Assurance Bureau, 39, King-street Cheap.
side, E.C. 2. ____________

THE NATIONAL UNION OF SOCIETIES FOR EQUAL CITIZENSHIP.
Subscription
Subscription

Name.

Address
All Cheques, - - and Postal Orders should be crossed " London County and Westminster Bank, Victoria,” and made 

payable to: The Hon. Treasurer, National Union of Societies for Equal Citizenship, Evelyn House 62, Oxford Street, W. 1,

MR. CHODWICK brown, Surgeon Dentist, 
FREDK. G. BOUCHER. Asst. Dental Surgeon. Esta. 35 Yrs. 

Gas Administered Daily by Qualified Medical Man. 
Nurse in Attendance. Mechanical Work in all its Branches 
Send Post Card for Pamphlet. N.B.—No show case at door 

CONSULTATION FREE. Telephone : North 3795.

M McLachlan and N. whitwham—typists — 
• 4, Chapel Walks, Manchester, Tel.: 3402 City.

TYPEWRITING IN ALL BRANCHES: Authors’
MSS., Circular Letters, and reliable work 

guaranteed.—Miss Neal, Walter House, 62, Bedford. 
Street, Strand, W.C. 2. (Gerrard 1472.)

1ORSETS and Blouses made to order, or lady’s
J patterns copied from £1 ls.—Emilio Wiggins, 63.

Elzabeth-st., Eaton-sq., S.W. 1.

DRESSMAKER.—A Lady wishes to recommend an
— Experienced Pressmaker, willing to work at 
ladies’ homes (6s. a day; hours 9.30-5.30).—Miss 
Lydia Fox, c.o. B.T., 98, Cheyne-walk, S.W. 16.

Tailor-made costumes. — Latest styles to 
measure; best workmanship and smart cut 

guaranteed. Moderate prices.—H. NELISSEN, 62, Great Portland-street, W.

C ECOND-HAND CLOTHING wanted to buy for cash. 
• costumes, skirts, boots, underclothes curtain A 
lounge suite, trousers, and children’s clothing of 
every description; parcels sent will be valued, and 
cash sent by return.—Mrs. Russell, 100, Raby-et Newcastle-on-Tyne.

d. to the Funds of the N.U.S.E.C.
d. for the Common Cause (Rates : British Isles, 

10/10 12 months, 5/5 6 months, 2/9 3 months.) 
(Abroad, 12 months, 13/- .)

EAR KENSINGTON GARDENS, well-furn ished 
upper part, self-contained, two sitting-rooms, 

kitchen, and bath-room, to let furnished for two 
months or longer from the end of May; 4 gs. weekly 
or 42 gns. If plate and linen supplied.—Apply 5a. 
Thackeray-street, Kensington-square, W.

TO LET immediately at St. John’s-wood, furnished 
.) maisonette on two floors—3 bed-rooms, - two sitting-rooms—bath, kitchen, etc.; electric lighting 

cooking and heating; ‘phone; 5 guineas per week" 
Also 3 unfurnished rooms in lady’s house—gas 
cooker and heating, electric light, ‘phone; IBs. per 
week—Apply Box 8,175, Common Cause Office.

Three. UNFURNISHED ROOMS to let (top floor,, 
one large, gas-stove in one; close to station and 

omnibus route; ten shillings weekly .—Apply 38 
Ongar-road, West Brompton, S.W.

TO LET, from early June, for three months or less.
FURNISHED FLAT, Bloomsbury District, on ’bus > 

routes 19 and 38; three bed-rooms, one large sitting, 
room, (gas fire) kitchen, bath-room, geyser, plate, 
linen; $3 10s. a week. Apply E. J., Common CAUSE 
Office.

DEAN FOREST, Severn-Wye Valleys.—Beautiful 
Holiday Home (600 ft. up); spacious house, 

grounds, bath, billiards, tennis, croquet, motor cars, 
magnificent scenery; vegetarians accommodated; 
42s. to 50s. week — Photos, prospectus, Hallam, Little- 
dean House, Littledean, Glos.

HE HEUGH, AYSGARTH, S. O. Yorks.: 1,250 feet 
above sea level and faces south; paying guests 

received who appreciate homely comfort; recom- 
mended for overstrained nerves; special terms for 
long residence.—Particulars from Miss Smith.

VEGETARIAN Guest House. — Lovely garden, 
orchards, own dairy; pony-trap; bath (h. & c.);

Islip Station 12 miles; from 35s.—The Manor House 
Noke, Islip, Oxford.

WORTHING, Burkitt House, Steyne, for cheerful, 
quiet home-life; very comfortable; sea and gar- 

dens; ideal position; from 35s.—Miss Tomkins 
(stamp).

Bickley, near station. Unfurnished Bed-Sitting 
rooms in good-class boarding establishment; 

board, attendance, dining and drawing rooms, bath, 
large garden, tennis; terms from 30s.— Write 29, Hol- 
wood-road, Bromley.

Brooklyn PRIVATE hotel.—Earl’s-court-squers,
S.W. 5 (Warwick-rd. corner), finest centre all 

parts; 12 minutes’ Piccadilly; quiet, separate tablets 
write or call for tariff; strictly inclusive terms; un
equalled for comfort and attention; own private 
garage free. B. and B., 5b. Tel.: Western 344.


